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Welcome to 2020. So much has changed over the past few 

months: devastating fires across our country and after years 

of drought, rain finally fell, only to result in extreme flooding 

in some areas, and most recently the COVID-19 pandemic. As 

a listening community, how are we called to respond? As 

directors, carers, guides and companions, what is God 

speaking in and through us? How do we sit, in the places of 

our everyday lives as we come to terms with new lived 

realities not only here in this country, but across the world? 

What do you hear as you reflect? I’d love to hear from you as 

this year unfolds, to begin a conversation about what God is 

doing here and now.  

Photo: Amberley Edmund Rice Centre, Lower Plenty Victoria—ANSD Conference 2019 
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NEW FACES 2020 

At the Annual General Meeting, held in September 
2019 at the Melbourne ANSD Conference in 
Melbourne we farewelled outgoing President, Sally 
Longley. Sally has guided our network for 6 years 
and our network has appreciated her creative and 
discerning leadership. New President, Robyn 
Fitzgerald has written a tribute to Sally, which is 
featured in this newsletter.  

We also have had some changes to our Regional 
Representatives: Denise Brosnan has stepped 
down as Queensland rep, with Jo-Anne Brown 
taking on that position; in the Sydney Region, Liz 
Lee has stepped down and Sally Jones  is the new 
rep; in the ACT, Alice-Anne MacNaught has 
handed over to Annie Patterson. We thank each of 
the retiring Regional Representatives for their 
work co-ordinating the regions, and their 
contribution to the ANSD Executive.  

Finally, Adrian Jones stepped down after many 
years as Statutory Secretary. 

We hope to bring you profiles of all our regional 
reps, and the ANSD Exec over the next few 
editions of the newsletter.  

Retiring ANSD President, Sally Longley, hands 
over to incoming President, Robyn Fitzgerald 
at the ANSD AGM in Melbourne (Sept 2019) 

Long-serving QLD regional representative, 
Denise Brosnan, with new QLD representative 
Jo-Anne Brown—Sept 2019 
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It is easy to think that due to the momentum of research and writing going on in 

the northern hemisphere, the wellspring and origin of spiritual direction is centred 

there, and that what is happening here in Australia is only a derivative. But it may 

not be so clear cut. It is worth remembering that the origins of a formalised 

spiritual direction network in Australia preceded most countries around the world! 

As Tim Low points out, the story of the birds is inseparable from the story of the 

continent itself and the people who inhabit it. The Spirit stirs deeply here! And this 

is something of the sacred ferment rising: listening for the movements of the 

Spirit that grace this Great South Land. 

- Sally Longley, Coolamon, Spring 2018 

 

With these gracious words, Sally Longley introduced the first edition of Coolamon, the Spring 

edition, 2018.   Drawing on Tim Lowe’s wonderful book, Where Song Began: How Australia’s 

Birds Changed the World, Sally invited our ANSD network to stand still in our prophetic 

origins and to listen deeply to the movement of Spirit in our ancient land. 

 

I would like to offer this tribute of gratitude to Sally by listening to these emboldening words 

as I feel they exemplify her time and legacy as president. 

 

It has been six years since Sally agreed to take on the leadership role, having been asked on 

the morning of that AGM would she consider standing.   In what we have come to see is 

Sally’s inimitable spirit, she agreed to have her name thrown into the mix and was elected, 

taking on the role with the same spontaneous and Spirit-filled passion for spiritual direction 

and for God her words above hold. By her own life she has breathed deep confidence, 

inclusivity and far-seeing into Australian spiritual direction. True to her passion, we have 

seen amongst many other things, the creation of Coolamon, the first journal of spiritual 

direction in Australia, a new website, creative conferences strong leadership and always, her 

welcoming, open presence. 

 

Teilhard de Chardin writes: “There is communion with God, and a communion with the 

earth, and a communion with God through the earth”. ¹ As we continue to listen to Sally’s 

words, we hear a woman singing of our ANSD community as ‘a communion with God 

through the earth’. Like the original birds of this ancient land, our song of oneness and 

wholeness is inseparable from the land and her people. When it is sung, diversity, inclusivity 

and bountiful new life are created. In these days of such suffering of the earth, and hope for 

a new way, how urgently the world needs our community to be this creative, humble, 

passionate love song, sung from within the very communion from which it is birthed. 

 

As we begin this New Year, I give thanks for Sally and for our ANSD community that has 

supported and prayed for her over many years. May we continue to awaken Love from 

within the communal heart that is itself the ancient stablising source of wisdom flowing, 

connecting, fermenting, inseparable from the story of our land, from the land itself and from 

all people.  May we continue to pray for each other. 

 

I look forward to our gathering in Sydney for our conference and feel sure the interspiritual 

and interfaith theme will help us cultivate and manifest our deep Spirit listening. 

 

Robyn Fitzgerald (President ANSD) 

 
 

Writings in Time of War, New York, 1968, p. 14 

A Tribute to Sally Longley 
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Sally Jones 

Sydney Regional Representative 

 
I did my spiritual direction training through the Listen 
into Life program (2013-2016) and then went on to 
complete a Graduate Diploma in Spiritual Direction 
with Tabor in Adelaide.  
 
For the last 8 or so years I've had my own private 
practice in mentoring, also facilitating a mentoring 
course with MEQ Sydney and SMBC.  I now find myself 
on the LiL Program Team, so I'm blessed enough to be 
able to keep learning along with all the trainees! In 
2020 I've been invited to join the AECSD as a council 
member. 

 
I took some time out last year and worked in a gym as a Personal Trainer and Group 
Fitness instructor, which was enormous fun but terrible hours!  It was fascinating to see 
how my spiritual direction training and practice mysteriously weaved its way through this 
kind of work, too. 
 
This year I'm focussing on starting a Masters in Ministry, and completing my training in 
Pastoral Supervision. 
 
I'm a connoisseur of Cadbury Dairy Milk Chocolate, good coffee and I'm wife to the ever-
patient Brendan, and mum to Jake (24), Tom (22) and Oliver (16) and to a neurotic cat 
named LLoyd. 
 

Introducing... 

Bank details for the Australian Network for Spiritual Direction Inc. 
 
BSB 484-799 Account no 054 307 690.  
The name of the account remains the same i.e. Australian Network for 
Spiritual Direction or ANSD for short. 
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In early 2018 a small team came together to bring life to the desire of the ANSD Executive 

for a journal to share insights from members of the network to nourish the ministry of 

spiritual direction in Australia. An electronic journal titled Coolamon was born and three 

issues have been produced (https://ansd.org.au/?page_id=1876). 

 

The Coolamon is a vessel used by Indigenous people across the Australian continent, holding 

the elements needed to sustain the community as it moves from one place to another. It 

contains what is precious so its contents may be moved around, shared, passed on, 

celebrated and savoured. Coolamon seeks to be such a vessel, to inspire contemplative deep 

listening, share wisdom, inspiration and foster connection among the ANSD community. 

 

For all of the Coolamon team members, being involved in its co-creation has been a graced 

and ‘beyond me thing’. We hold this gift as we also acknowledge the focus and energy that 

has been required to reach this point in the journey to bring it into being. We honour all of 

the individuals who have contributed their gifts to the process that has culminated in the 

three issues. 

 

The content and design of the issues is as diverse as the network Coolamon seeks to include 

and reflect. There are contributions from members of the ANSD community who were part of 

the network’s conception, birth and evolution for the last 30 years. The three issues contain 

the story of the network coming into being, the people and gatherings that were significant 

in its history and future. 

 

Coolamon holds articles and poetry from ANSD members as they delve into theology and 

spirituality such as Seeing from Oneness by Kerrie Hide; Witnessing the Sacred, a poem by 

Denise Perkins and Engaging the Beguine Mystics by Catherine Lambert. There are thought 

provoking invitations to consider the current Australian social context and what that might 

mean for the ministry of spiritual direction such as Being Australian, Being Spiritual by Brian 

Holliday, Spiritual Direction in the Margins by Elizabeth Lee, Spiritual  

Accompaniment in the Digital Age by Stephen Truscott. There are also contributions from 

members who are newer to spiritual direction and to being published such as Chaplaincy and 

Spiritual Direction by James Cox. 

 

This is only a snapshot of the contributions included in the three issues. If you missed 

reading Coolamon or meant to go back and relook and savour the beauty of the images 

when you had more time, all three issues can be found on the ANSD website (https://

ansd.org.au/?page_id=1876). To access them you will need to have a current ANSD 

membership and log in to the website. You will find the issues under the Journal tab. The 

ISSUU app, available free from your app store helps if you are reading from a tablet device. 

 

Coolamon didn’t receive enough contributions to create the planned Autumn issue. The 

deadline for the Spring issue is 15 July 2020. Submission information is on the website 

(https://ansd.org.au/?page_id=1876). 

 

The Coolamon team welcomes Sally Longley to the role of editor for the next four years. 

Margaret Wesley has contributed her skills as editor to establish the journal leading the 

development of guidelines and editorial processes. She is stepping down to travel overseas 

and will return to the editorial team for the next issue. 

 

 

Kylie Burgess (Journal Committee) 

 

Coolamon, the co-creation of more than a journal 
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The void at the world’s conception was your creation’s canvas, then and forever being 

brushed with the colours of absolute redemptive beauty. 

 

Our own unfinished canvases, splashed with life’s cacophonies, expose slivers of golden 

beauty, hints of your redemptive strokes in our becoming more beautiful in ways that you, 

our maker, are beautiful. 

 

What colours were in your first kiss for me before I was born? 

 

What colours do you see in my breath, in my touch, in my embrace? 

What colours do I bring to friends and enemies, to strangers and the estranged? 

 

What colours do I bring to the table, to the silence, to company, to community? 

 

What colours are brushed into another’s canvas in my touch, in my footsteps in my shadow 

as I pass by, in my play, in my presence and in my absence? 

 

What colours in my canvas carry joy? What colour is the storm? What are my colours of 

letting go? What streaks of colour carry transformation in the bleak and tear-stained palette 

of grief? 

 

Open our eyes to see the shafts of eternity, the bursts of light, the wisps of beauty in 

another’s canvas. 

 

May we paint the world we live in with the colours you named us with at conception…the 

bold strong colours of peace and pain, the subtle gentler colours of gratitude and kindness, 

the sponged hues that undercurrent our unique beings, and may the drips of paint from our 

canvas surprise both us and others. 

 

In the name of the one who breathes redemptive 

colour into humanity. 

 

 

Poem shared with permission  

from Coolamon and Jane Sidel 

Image:  
Photo by Zi Nguyen on Unsplash  https://unsplash.com/
@zinguyen?
utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=c
reditCopyText 

Our Primal Artist  Jane Sidel 

https://unsplash.com/@zinguyen?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
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Hello All, 

 

I’d like to announce the release of a new book, which I 

wrote in time for the Australian Network for Spiritual 

Direction annual conference in Melbourne in September 

2019. 

 

Its title is “Listening Prayerfully to our Dreams”, and it is 

a summation of what I’ve learned over the last thirty 

years about helping others to process and pray through 

their nightly dreams. It is written simply, and contains no 

complicated psychological or theological jargon. It’s 

compiled so anyone can grow in appreciation of their 

dreams as an avenue to appreciate more deeply the 

invitations of God’s grace towards them. The content of 

the book was received well during the conference and at 

the workshop following the weekend.  

 

The 80-page “Listening Prayerfully to our Dreams” retails 

for $20, plus $6 postage and packaging throughout 

Australia, and is available from me upon request. 

Payment can be made by bank transfer (details upon 

application) or by cheque. 

 

Thank you!  Patrick     patrickoliver01@gmail.com  

 

 

 

 

 

 

It has been a privilege for me to have listened to many thousands of dreams through the 

years, and I am always amazed at the creativity and ingenuity that they bring forth. We 

seem often to be far more creative when we’re asleep than when awake! 

 

A dream can be like a lighthouse, beaconing and beckoning us through those times when 

perhaps everything else has seemed to turn to night. Rather than dreams leading us away 

from the presence of God, I have found that dreams can mirror the great Gospel themes of 

reconciliation, grace, healing and love. 

 

They lead us into death and out again. Like the biblical theme of the least being the vital 

element, the disregarded and ignored dream is, as the Jewish rabbis liked to put it, like a 

letter left unopened.    

   

Patrick would like to offer the chance of one hour phone sessions (one-off or regularly), to 

help you reflect upon your dreams in a reverent and prayerful way. The usual spiritual 

direction rates apply. 

 

Please contact Patrick: patrickoliver01@gmail.com to arrange a mutually convenient time. 

Listening Prayerfully to Our Dreams—Patrick Oliver 
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ANSD Annual Conference 2019 

Top Left:  Conference Speaker Patrick Oliver & Conference 
organiser Pamela Richardson, Top Right: Conference speaker 
Brooke Prentiss leads an exercise, Bottom Left: conference 
delegates participating in one of Brooke’s creative exercises; 
Bottom Right: beautiful place-making at Amberley,  
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Soul Tree Whisperings 
 

I hear the whisper .. 
I have a Soul Tree 

 
At first glance .. 

I am tall 
I am stately 
I am straight 
I am strong 
I am smooth 

I refresh by shedding my outer skin 
The bark of life 

 
Is this how I am seen? 

 
Look closer ... 

 
Rich colours of rainbow hue 
An imprint of life still seen 

after letting go 
A heart shaped wound  
reflecting Divine Love 

 
Aah ... A Divine reminder 

 
Life can leave permanent scarring 

in the shape of flowers 
and  a wound that remains 

reflecting desert’s beauty 
 

At my base  
the bark reveals its rawness 

A desert coloured hue 
as it finally lets go..... 

 
The promise of new life in the letting go! 

 
 

Carolyn Doherty 2018 
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Post-Conference Workshop 2019 
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Friday 11 September—Sunday 13 September 2020 
 

Venue: St Joseph’s Baulkham Hills 
33 Barina Downs Rd, Norwest NSW 2153 

 
Spiritual Direction Amid the Flow of Sacred Time 

 
An interfaith perspective, led by Rabbi Howard Addison and 

Bobbi (Barbara) Eve Breitman 
 
 

followed by a  
 

Post-Conference Professional Development Workshop 
 

Sun 13 September—Tuesday 15 September 
(focus to be decided) 

also led by Rabbi Addison and Bobbi Breitman 
 
 
 

Dr. Rabbi Howard Avruhm Addison, PhD, has authored a 
number of books, and serves as assistant professor of 

humanities at Temple University in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 
USA. He directs Graduate Theological Foundation’s doctorate 

of ministry program in Jewish spirituality. 
 

Dr Bobbi (Barbara) Eve Breitman is Assistant Professor of Pastoral Counselling; Director of 
Training, Jewish Spiritual Direction Program at the Reconstructionist Rabbinical College. 

 

ANSD Conference 2020—Date Claimer 

At the recent 2019 Annual General Meeting, held 

in Melbourne in September, long-serving 

Treasurer, Liz Palmer indicated that she will 

“hang up her abacus” at the next AGM.  

The ANSD Executive therefore invite our network 

to begin a process of discernment of a new 

Treasurer. Details of the skills and abilities 

required can be found in the following letter.  

You may not feel that this role is one that you 

can undertake, however please join in holding 

the process of discernment.    

Discernment  for a new Treasurer 

ANSD Treasurer, Liz Palmer in action at the recent 
2019 ANSD AGM in Melbourne, with secretary 
LizAnne Smith and outgoing President Sally Longley. 
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President: Robyn Fitzgerald 

Secretary: Liz Anne Smith 

Treasurer: Elizabeth Palmer 

web: https://ansd.org.au 

 

Discernment of new treasurer 

 
At the hand of the holy prophet, she gave their actions success. They journeyed through an unpeopled 

wilderness and pitched their tents in inaccessible places.   
They stood firm. - Wisdom 11.2 

 

ANSD exists to encourage spiritual directors in their work, to nurture enquirers interested in spiritual 

direction and those who may be drawn to its practice, to provide regular gatherings and newsletters for 

their care and nurture and to support national, regional and local training programs.  As a network of 

regional and state networks, we are supported by a national executive who seek to cultivate and manifest 

the vision of ANSD through undertaking our work in the light of contemplation.  The executive seeks to 

awaken within, the light of Christ through deepening in relationship and presence to each other in the work 

we are called to do. 

 

There is a need for a new treasurer for ANSD to join the executive in this prophetic work.  The treasurer 

has a unique role in the life of the executive, helping us lean into our evolutionary call as a community and 

to embrace these invitations creatively while guiding us to stand firm in the reality of contemporary 

organisational life.     

 

If you feel this invitation speaks to your heart, or you know someone who may be called in this way, we 

invite you to offer yourself or nominate someone else for discernment (please consult with the other 

person before putting their name forward).     There is no requirement to be a practising spiritual director. 

We are actively encouraging people from all areas of life to be members and not just those in the caring 

professions! Our hope is the new treasurer will commence from the AGM in September 2020. 

 

Expectations: 
 

 Be a member of ANSD  

 Be available for Exec meetings which are run on Zoom approximately once a month  for 1 - 1.5 hours 

and in person for 1 day before the annual conference 

 attend the annual conference and AGM (cost of travel to the conference is subsidised) 

 

https://ansd.org.au
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Discernment of new treasurer—continued 

 

 

 

Required skills include the ability to: 

 

 do on line banking 

 use an accounting program to keep track of all receipts and payments 

 use Woocommerce within the Wordpress web site (training available – not hard) 

 use Paypal to receive membership payments  

 create a budget, produce end of year balance sheet and profit & loss statements for the AGM 

 

Further information and a feeling for the organisation may be found at our web site – https://ansd.org.au 

 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact  

 

President Robyn Fitzgerald robfitz65@gmail.com  

Secretary Liz Anne Smith ansdinfo@gmail.com  

Treasurer Liz Palmer  sdmail194@gmail.com 

 

or any of the regional executive members listed on the web site. 

 

 Thank you for your prayers and consideration. 

 

Please submit your nominations to Robyn, Liz Anne or Liz at the above email addresses.  

ANSD Conference Candle at 
Don Bosco Retreat Centre. 
September 2020 

https://ansd.org.au
mailto:robfitz65@gmail.com
mailto:ansdinfo@gmail.com
mailto:sdmail194@gmail.com
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Queensland:  Jo-Anne Brown 
 

ansdqld@hotmail.com 
 
 
Northern Rivers Region: 
Robyn Fitzgerald 
 

robfitz65@gmail.com  

 
 
Canberra & Region:  
Annie Patterson 
 

apduke@icloud.com 

 
 
Sydney:   Sally Jones 
 

ansdnsw@gmail.com 

 
 
Victoria:  Pamela Richardson 
0404370161 
pecricho@hotmail.com 

 
W.A.   Beth Roberton 
bethr@iinet.net.au 
 
 

Tasmania:  
Denise Stephenson 
0400 098 472 
svpilgrim2@gmail.com 

 
 
South Australia  / N.T.  
Di Shearer 
 

dishearer@adam.com.au  
 
 
 

 
 
Denise Stephenson 
E: svpilgrim2@gmail.com 
 
Items for inclusion in the newsletter can be 
sent to the Editor.  
 
Your contributions are very welcome: short 
articles and reflections, poetry, book reviews, 
photos of regional gatherings / workshops 
(with permission) 
 

Newsletter Editor 

Regional Representatives 

ANSD Executive  

President: Robyn Fitzgerald 
 

robfitz65@gmail.com  

 
Treasurer: Liz Palmer 
 

sdmail194@gmail.com 

 
Secretary: Liz Anne Smith 
 

ansdinfo@gmail.com  
 
 
Communications: 
(ANSD Journal & Website) 

Kathy Cave 
 
 

 

mailto:ansdqld@hotmail.com
mailto:svpilgrim2@gmail.com
mailto:svpilgrim2@gmail.com

